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As the national attention to the problem of agricultural problem, the investment 
and support strength of state for agriculture is increasing year by year. How to make the 
living condition and living level improve is a major concern problem. The carrying out 
of the subsidies to grain farmers and agricultural machine enhance farmer’s production 
enthusiasm. Implementing agricultural producing area in raw policy is an import 
safeguards to promote agricultural products processing towards sustainable and healthy 
development. In order to carry out the privilege project for agricultural products 
pretreatment and management these privilege projects. The dissertation designs and 
develops a set of agricultural products processing people-benefit project information 
management system. 
According to the actual work flow in the agricultural products processing 
people-benefit project management work, the dissertation use .NET technology design 
and implement the agricultural products processing people-benefit project information 
management system. The main works are follows: 
1. Research and analyze the research status of the agricultural products processing 
people-benefit project information management system. It analyzes the existing 
problems in agricultural products processing people-benefit project management of the 
region. 
2. It investigates the work of agricultural products processing people-benefit 
project management department. It analyzes business flow, function requirement, role 
requirement and non-function requirement of agricultural products processing 
people-benefit projects management in detail.  
3. It designs system architecture, function module and database. It designs the 
function modules including login management, subsidies facilities information 
collection and management, subsidies facilities information query, subsidies facilities 
information statistic summary, project management and system maintenance.  
4. Under the basis of system requirement and system design, it utilizes ASP.NET, 
















expounds system implementation environment, system interface and key codes. 
5. The dissertation designs system function testing use case. According to the 
fucntion testing use cases, it completes system function testing and analyzes the testing 
results. 
The agricultural products processing people-benefit project system meets the 
actual requirement of users in the aspects of function. It has some reference value for 
other agricultural products processing people-benefit project management. 
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补贴设施申请业务流程如图 2.1 所示。 
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